Toward optimality in scalable predictive coding.
A method is proposed for efficient scalability in predictive coding, which overcomes known fundamental shortcomings of the prediction loop at enhancement layers. The compression efficiency of an enhancement-layer is substantially improved by casting the design of its prediction module within an estimation-theoretic framework, and thereby exploiting all information available at that layer for the prediction of the signal, and encoding of the prediction error. While the most immediately important application is in video compression, the method is derived in a general setting and is applicable to any scalable predictive coder. Thus, the estimation-theoretic approach is first developed for basic DPCM compression and demonstrates the power of the technique in a simple setting that only involves straightforward prediction, scalar quantization, and entropy coding. Results for the scalable compression of first-order Gauss-Markov and Laplace-Markov signals illustrate the performance. A specific estimation algorithm is then developed for standard scalable DCT-based video coding. Simulation results show consistent and substantial performance gains due to optimal estimation at the enhancement-layers.